Thursday, 3 June 2004

18:00 – 19:30 Get-together party
Congress registration

Friday, 4 June 2004

08:30 – 09:30 Congress registration

09:30 – 09:45 Opening
Welcome
Brief introduction

09:45 – 13:00 Discussion of the first congress subject:
`Fundamental freedoms and national tax sovereignty in EU´
General Reporter: Prof. dr. Frans Vanistendael
6 Topical Reporters [invited]

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 18:00 Discussion of the second congress subject:
`Cross-border consolidation (Marks & Spencer – practical issues)´
General Reporters [invited]

Saturday, 5 June 2004

09:15 – 10.00 General Assembly (EATLP Members, Candidate Members and Special Guests only)

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee Break

10.30 – 12.00 International accounting standards (`IAS´) and taxation
Reporter [invited]

12:00 – 13:00 The `PhD in Taxation´ academic track in EU Member States
Bertil Wiman & Tanja Bender

13:00 Closure of the congress